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Michael Recycle
IAV has developed a battery assembly concept that is much easier to recycle than existing battery systems and also has a much better CO2 balance. The concept is not only interesting for future ...
IAV unveils new battery assembly concept that is easier to recycle, with better CO2 balance
A 54-year-old man is accused of shooting and killing another man who was attempting to steal a catalytic converter from his truck, and then dragging the man's body behind the truck and dumping it into ...
Man accused of shooting catalytic converter thief, dragging body behind truck in Lakewood
A 54-year-old man is accused of shooting and killing another man who was attempting to steal a catalytic converter from his truck, and then dragging the man's body behind the truck and dumping it into ...
Man charged with murder after he allegedly shot catalytic converter thief, dragged body into field
Most plastics take hundreds of years to decompose. This one, from case maker Pivet, harnesses the power of hungry microbes.
This Plastic Phone Case Could Biodegrade Within 2 Years
(Michael Coghlan Photo via Creative Commons) Humans produce more than 6 billion tons of plastic every year, and its accumulation in landfills and oceans is considered by many to be an ...
Scientists develop method to recycle plastic bottles into aviation fuel using less energy
A Washington man is behind bars after he allegedly killed another man who he said tried to steal from him. Michael Campbell, 54, told police he was asleep in his white Ford F-150 truck Saturday when ...
Truck owner shoots alleged thief, ties him up & drags him STILL ALIVE with Ford F-150: Court Docs
DTG Recycle, which provides services for commercial, industrial, and construction clients, has employed a mix of technology and effective inspection practices to keep its fleet up and running.
Industrial recycler puts fleet to work
Several companies are planning to deploy lithium-ion battery recycling technologies.
Charging up
It is far cheaper and more profitable to make new plastic (from oil and gas) than to recycle it ... us “moral licence to pollute”, says Michael Munger of the American Institute for Economic ...
Why it’s not worth recycling plastic
No one rushed to rescue those barrels of Ben & Jerry's pints; they were already spoiled, or "off-spec," explained Michael Casella, general manager at Casella Waste Systems. Nonetheless ...
Spoiled ice cream, mislabeled beer? Big batches welcome at Casella's new 'de-pack' plant
Staff Writer “This is illegal dumping,” said Michael Kreutzer, environmental protection specialist and solid waste/recycling program manager, referring to the trash piled in the southeast corner of ...
Illegal dumping creates problems for post
A recent report from Jefferies Financial Group warns that the world will struggle to recycle 50% of its plastic waste by the ... can dramatically reduce the shelf-life of some products. Michael ...
World may not reach 50% recycling rate by 2030, but ‘plastiphobia’ is not the answer
Some of Michael Che's jokes are just for him ... report AP Top Stories May 11 Mattel launches new Playback program to recycle old materials for new toys The Village People (played by Bowen ...
'He did good': Michael Che on Elon Musk's turn at 'SNL,' freedom of his new HBO Max comedy series
Michael Topham addressed a webcast this morning (21 May) a few hours after Biffa announced it had agreed to acquire the I&C collections business and “certain recycling assets” from Viridor for £126 ...
Biffa’s Viridor deal ‘underpins I&C ambitions’
Goldman Sachs 2nd Annual Global Consumer ESG Conference June 07, 2021, 13:00 ET Company Participants Beatriz Perez - Global Chief, Communications ...
The Coca-Cola Company (KO) Presents at Goldman Sachs 2nd Annual Global Consumer ESG Broker Conference Call - (Transcript)
In 2021, the opposite is true as manufacturers “are scooping up every pound they can find,” says Plastics Exchange founder and CEO Michael Greenberg ... but WM does not currently recycle these ...
A Lumber Shortage Puts Demand and Prices for Plastics at an All-Time High. Is It Sustainable?
Marine pollution is anything but a new issue in Hong Kong, said David Michael Baker ... an encouraging start that provides an incentive to recycle their bottles, she said. "Psychologically ...
Troubled waters
Michael Fletcher was the independent specialist ... the government will hypothecate (or recycle) the revenue generated from the auctioning of Emissions Trading Scheme allowances into emissions ...
NZ Budget 2021: billions more for benefits, but one eye on the bottom line
The hard-driving forward might be synonymous with winning possession and charging directly at the opposition goal, but the ability to recycle the ... And quickly. Michael Murphy, Eoghan Ban ...
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